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1 Claim. 

The present invention relates to television re 
ceiving apparatus and is directed principally to 
a method and means by which the effective in 
tensity and brilliance of the electro-optical image 

may be in 
creased. 

It is known in the prior art that the picture 
screen of a televisor receiver may be providedv 
with a phosphorescent substance for the purpose 
of converting or shifting the blue, violet and 
ultraviolet constituents of light radiation, which, 
while abundant in energy, are not very conspicu~ 
cus in visual respect, into a physiologically 
brighter or more luminous spectral range, and 
further of insuring a lower “blending or coales 
cence frequency” caused by the after-glow of 
the phosphorus. As will be seen upon closer 
examination, this latter aim is usually unattained 
in any system of the prior art, for when choos~ 
ing a sort of phosphorus whose after-glow period 
covers a period being longer than the building-up 
period of an individual television picture, blurred 
contours are produced in the reproduction of 
animated pictures. Whenever a rapidly decay 
ing phosphorus is used no decrease in the phys 
iologic ?icker e?ect may be expected because of 
the impairment of the cinematographic sector 
relation. 
The principal purpose and object of the pres 

ent invention thus is to utilize effectively the 
properties of phosphorus for securing a reduc 
tion in flicker by the aid of a suitable process. 
With this end in view there is used the prop— 

erty of most grades or kinds of phosphorus ?rst 
to store up energy by the action of primary ir 
radiation or illumination, and then, subsequent_ 
ly, such stored-up energy may be released or 
given off by irradiation through the use of in 
visible rays. These invisible rays are principal 
ly infra-red rays which act in a practically 
instantaneous manner in the shape of luminous 
emission, that is, the extinction so-called of phos 
phorus. 
The invention will be understood best by re 

ferring to the accompanying drawing which 
forms a part of this disclosure. In the drawing, 
Fig, 1 shows one form of the invention using a 
mirror-wheel as a scanning element; and Fig. 2 
shows a modi?ed form wherein a cathode ray 
image re-creating system is utilized. 
To refer now to the form of the invention as 

set forth by the mirror-wheel type of televisor 
of Fig. 1, it is seen that the light issuing from 
a luminous source I of constant intensity is fo 
cused by means of a condenser lens system 2 

(Cl. 178—6) 

upon a Kerr cell and associated polarizing and 
analyzing Nicol prisms 3. The Kerr cell elec 
trodes connect with the signal receiver sothat 
the light from source I is modulated in the cell 
in accordance with the incoming picture impulses 
or signals and then is projected by the aid of an 
objective lens system 4 and a rotary mirror-wheel 
5, or equivalent scanning 
ture re-creation screen 6 upon which it is spread 
in a surface by virtue of the rotation of the mir 
ror-wheel or scanning element. 
The picture projection screen 6 is coated with 

phosphorous of a sort having the capability of 
accumulating luminous energy when irradiat 

phorus of the said sort may be mentioned zinc 
sul?de comprising a heavy metal. 
According to the present invention, after a 

suitable length of time, preferably after a pe 
riod equalling in time that required to re-build 
half a picture a more or less suddenly occurring 
extinction of the picture points scanned or swept 
by the light rays re-creating the electro-optical 
picture by invisible radiation is produced, for in 
stance, infra-red rays. For this purpose an 
other mirror-wheel ‘l is mounted upon the same 
spindle as the mirror-wheel 5, the former pre 
senting a phase shifting angle 180 degrees 
with reference to the latter. The supplemen~ 
tary mirror-wheel 1 causes a ray of infra-red 
radiation issuing from a suitable radiation 
source 8 which is focused by an 
the mirror-wheel 1 to scan the picture projec 
tion screen 6. In front of the radiation source 
8, if desired, a suitable ?lter l0 could be mounted 
in the manner indicated. 
What is evidently attained by an arrangement 

of the kind hereinbefore disclosed is that each 
picture point or unit during each rotation of the 
mirror-wheel is rendered active twice or, in other 
words, the number of picture changes required 
to prevent the impression of a ?icker is dimin 
ished or, to be more precise, about halved. 
In case it should be found that in the selection 

of a de?nite kind of phosphorus the extinction 
period inherent in the sweeping over the sur 
face of the infra-red spot is too short, this con 
dition may be remedied either by choosing the 
extinctive infra-red spot substantially larger 
than the picture re-creating visible spot or else 
by using a more or less wide infra-red light line 
or stripe for the purpose of extinction. The in 
fra-red light line trails behind the motion of the 
picture re-creating luminous spot over the pic 

element, upon the pic- 9 
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ture projection screen as above described. The 
width of this line, if required, may cover several 
picture lines. 
From what has been above described, it will be 

seen that the requirements to be made of the 
precision and the optical qualities of the aux 
iliary mirror-wheel are very small indeed, so that 
a relatively crude and cheap form of construc 
tion will suf?ce. 
The principle here described by the aid of a 

mirror-wheel television receiver may be readily 
applied also to picture scanning devices of dif 
ferent types such as has been suggested by the 
form of the invention shown by Fig. 2. This 
embodiment is predicated upon the use of a 
Braun or cathode ray tube acting as the tele 
vision receiver element, and the assumption has 
here been made that the infra-red extinction is 
insured, as above indicated, by the aid of a line 
or stripe of infra-red radiation. 

Similarly to the construction shown by Fig. 
1, the cathode ray or Braun tube l2‘ may be con 
nected with the receiver so that incoming signals 
control the ray intensity as shown, for example, 
by U. S. Patent #1,470,696 through the use of 
grid control. The cathode ray I5 is suitably de 
?ected by electrostatic or electro-magnetic ?elds 
l3 and I4 so as to cause the image points to be 
traced on the fluorescent end wall l5 of the tube 
l2. 
After the electro-optical image has been 

formed on the end wall l5 of the tube I2, the 
infra rays from a source I1 may be caused to 
sweep over the picture screen by the agency of 
a tilting or oscillating mirror l8 in a way read 
ily understood from the drawing. 
Care must be taken so that the motion of the 

tilting mirror l8 will be in synchronism with the 
period of the electron-ray motion inside the 
Braun tube l2. This is accomplishable in a par 
ticularly simple manner if the de?ector poten 

accesses 
tials acting upon the cathode ray pencil are ob 
tained from a tone-frequency generator equipped 
with rotating members as has been disclosed in 
U. S. patent application of August Karolus, 8e 
rial No. 545,965, ?led June 22, 1931. The motion 
of the tilting mirror need then to be made de 
pendent only upon the speed of rotation of the 
generator. It will be understood that in lieu of 
the said oscillatory mirror recourse may be had 
also to other similarly operating means for the 
de?ection of the radiations, such as a tilting 
prism or a mirror-studded drum. 
Many modi?cations will suggest themselves and 

become apparent to those skilled in the art to 
which the invention relates and it is. therefore, 
intended that the following claim shall be con 
strued in the broad and generic sense to cover 
all such forms of the invention as would sug 
gest themselves. 
Having now described my invention, what I 

claim and desire to secure by Letters Patent is 
the following: 
In a television system, a cathode ray tube pro 

vided at one end with a phosphorescent screen, 
means for receiving signals representative 0! 
?uctuating light intensities on successive ele 
mental areas of a record surface, means tor 
producing on said screen in accordance with said 
received signals sustained light spots or varying 
intensity representative of each elemental area 
of a received picture, and an oscillatory means 
synchronized with the said light spot control 
means for traversing each elemental area of said 
screen at a time period substantially midway be 
tween the time period of recurrence of controlled 
light illumination of each of said elemental 
screen areas by invisible light waves for extin 
guishing the ?uorescent e?ect produced upon 
said screen by said initial illumination. 

FRITZ scrmo'rsa. 
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